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Callisto Media combines the power of
data and technology with lean economics
to deliver high-quality, high-value
products, services, and experiences that
enable customers to genuinely improve
their lives. We’re reinventing publishing
and revolutionizing the way content is
created. We’re digging deeply into Big Data
to predict—with astonishing certainty—
and create—with unusual speed—content
that customers will want. And buy.
And it’s working. Big time.
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Our Success
Story:
We Couldn’t
Have Written
It Better
Ourselves

I’ve killed my share of succulents and it
seems like this could be my succulent savior.
Thank you plant deities for leading me to
Essential Succulents!

Toddler Discipline for Every Age and Stage
has given me the tools to diffuse and even stop
tantrums before they begin. I’m extremely grateful it
now resides in my parenting toolbox!

The New Southern Cookbook gives you
great recipes to share with your family
so you can nurture loved ones and begin
some traditions of your own.
My 7 year old daughter—who has ADHD
and dyslexia—is LOVING Learn to Read
for Kids with Dyslexia! We’ve had it for a
week and she’s already on activity 21, she
wants to do several each day!
THE CALLISTO STORY
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When I got to see the ENT he found
a large ulcer in my esophagus. Five weeks
later on my third visit, the doctor was amazed
that the ulcer had gone! The Complete Acid
Reflux Diet Plan was tremendously helpful.

When you identify exactly
what people are searching
for, then create it, you
improve and transform lives—
everyday. It’s our business
and our greatest joy.

The English Grammar Workbook for Grades
6, 7, and 8 is the perfect book for middle school
English teachers. It covers all aspects of grammar
and makes them easy to understand.

I was so excited when Astronomy for Kids arrived!
It’s what astronomy novices need—vocabulary terms
defined, and easy to ways to measure angles in the sky.

Mindfulness for Kids is my new
go-to-book for mindfulness—with
doable tips on how to handle those big,
overwhelming emotions our little ones
experience on a daily basis.

THE CALLISTO STORY
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DOCUMENT
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

COOKBOOKS

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The 5-Ingredient Dutch Oven Cookbook
One Pot, 101 Easy Recipes
L ISA G R AN T



You already know that your Dutch oven is the ultimate
secret weapon for delicious meals—but what if these
satisfying dishes could be made even easier? The 5-Ingredient Dutch
Oven Cookbook does just that, with straightforward ingredients that
deliver mouthwatering meals.

Easy Dutch Oven Cooking: Learn everything you need to know
to make one-pot home cooking a breeze.
5-Ingredient Recipes: Make grocery shopping and cooking a
snap with easy-to-find ingredients and foolproof techniques.
Family-Friendly Meals: Whether you serve up classic
favorites like Sloppy Joes or mix things up with Teriyaki-Glazed
Salmon, this cookbook has you covered for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, dessert, and even home-baked bread.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 24 X 19CM / 175 PGS.
MARCH 2019

COOKB OOKS

/6

The 5-Ingredient Italian Cookbook
101 Regional Classics Made Simple
F R AN C E S CA MO NT ILLO



Savor delizioso dishes with The 5-Ingredient Italian
Cookbook. Real Italian cuisine is all about simplicity. Using
just a few fresh and simple ingredients, The 5-Ingredient Italian
Cookbook brings you the authentic taste of Italy with recipes that
prove less is always more.

Intro to the Italian kitchen outlines the fundamentals

of authentic Italian cuisine, including pantry essentials,
equipment, and core techniques.
101 easy recipes use 5 (or less) simple, staple ingredients that
are available at any grocery store.
Regional taste tour provides a brief explanation of culinary
tastes by region, plus reference icons for every recipe that
indicate their geographic origin.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 186 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

COOKB OOKS
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The 5-Ingredient One-Pot Cookbook
Easy Dinners from Your Skillet, Dutch Oven,
Sheet Pan & More
L IN DA K U R N IADI



The recipe for everyday, homemade meals is easy—easy to
shop for, easy to prep, easy to cook, easy to eat, and easy to
clean. Tossing these ingredients into every recipe, the 5-Ingredient
One-Pot Cookbook offers the easiest one-pot meals to make cooking
delicious dishes part of your day-to-day routine.

One-pot cooking 101 that provides shopping and storage tips,
along with an overview of cooking techniques for every piece
of cookware.
120 easy recipes that are organized by cooking vessel and
feature skillet, saucepan, Dutch oven, sheet pan, baking dish,
roasting pan, and no-cook bowl recipes.
5 main ingredients that keep shopping lists and kitchen prep
quick and simple.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 23 X 19CM / 173 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

The College Vegan Cookbook

145 Affordable, Healthy & Delicious Plant-Based Recipes
HE ATHE R N IC HO LD S, RHN



Cooking space, prep time, cost—there are a lot of obstacles
to sticking with a vegan diet in college. The College Vegan
Cookbook makes it easy with 145 modern recipes created with all
types of college chefs (and all types of tastes) in mind. Simple,
delicious and vegan—just got into college.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Real Food, Great Taste: Create contemporary vegan fare

using real ingredients—not processed meat substitutes and
frozen veggies.
Recipes for Every Kind of Food: Choose from 145 fast
and easy recipes meant for college chefs and microwave
masters alike.
Vegan on Budget: Make the most of your money with serving
costs for every recipe and helpful tips for taking advantage of
your meal plan.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 210 PGS.
APRIL 2019

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Complete Vegan
Instant Pot® Cookbook

101 Delicious Whole-Food Recipes for Your Pressure Cooker
BAR B MU S IC K



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

The Complete Vegan Instant Pot® Cookbook is more than
a collection of vegan recipes, it’s the complete and fully
authorized guide to vegan dining with your Instant Pot.® Discover
how to master this modern pressure cooker with 101 whole food
recipes that include detailed instructions and helpful hints for using
your Instant Pot.®

A Focus on Fresh Ingredients: Choose from 101 delicious

whole food vegan recipes—no processed meat substitutes.
Instant Pot® Cooking Made Easy: Take the guesswork out
of cooking with Instant Pot®-focused instructions that include
suggestions for exact settings.
More Pressure Cooking Possibilities: Go beyond the
included recipes thanks to detailed guides on getting the most
out of your Instant Pot,® tips and tricks for general vegan cooking
and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
MAY 2019

COOKB OOKS
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The Essential Air Fryer for Two

Perfectly-Portioned Recipes for Healthier Fried Favorites
G IN A K L E INWO RTH



Almost everyone loves the magic of air fry—a heathier take
on yummy fried foods. But not everyone cooks for a large
family. The Essential Air Fryer for Two hits the sweet spot. From
Apple Cinnamon Fritters to Louisiana Fried Catfish, every recipe is
created just for two.

Air Fry 101: Instructions for getting started and trouble-

shooting plus information on the best foods to fry make air frying
a breeze.
100+ Recipes: With so many scrumptious suggestions from
breakfast through dinner, this book takes the guesswork out of
air frying.
Tips and Tricks: Getting the most out of your air fryer, picking
the best ingredients, even substituting ingredient are all covered.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 164 PGS.
MARCH 2019

COOKB OOKS
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Kid Chef Everyday:
The Easy Cookbook for Foodie Kids
The Easy Cookbook for Foodie Kids
C O L L E E N K E N N EDY



The latest edition in the bestselling Kid Chef series—Kid
Chef Every Day offers kids ages 8 to 12 easy, everyday
recipes and essential techniques to turn their kitchen curiosity into
a lifelong passion for cooking. Practice makes perfect with every
new skill—learning how to cook is no exception.

Cooking 101 that teaches essential kitchen techniques,

vocabulary, and skills through hands-on recipe tutorials.
65+ easy recipes that use 5 ingredients or less for most recipes,
which parents can find in local grocery stores.
Tips and tricks for next level cooking prowess, swapping
ingredients, and making the most out of the kitchen.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 164 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS

/ 12

The Healthy Sheet Pan Cookbook
Satisfying One-Pan Meals for Busy Cooks
RU THY K IRWAN



Finally—healthy meets easy with one-and-done recipes
from The Healthy Sheet Pan Cookbook. When your day goes
from busy to busier, one simple pan is all you need to serve your
family healthy, homemade meals.

Sheet pan basics to get you started with pantry must-

haves, recipe shortcuts, and fool-proof formulas for perfectly
cooked meals.
60 everyday recipes that include breakfasts, hearty dinners,
vegetarian crowd-pleasers, and more.
Handy recipe labels so you can quickly choose what’s on the
menu: 5-Ingredient, Dairy-Free, Family-Friendly, Gluten-Free,
Great for Leftovers, Quick Prep, or Vegan recipes.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $13.99 / 24 X 19CM / 124 PGS.
FEBRUARY 2019

COOKB OOKS

/ 13

The Essential Kamado Grill Cookbook
Core Techniques and Recipes to Master Grilling,
Smoking, Roasting and More
WIL L B U DIAM AN



If you’re into grilling, there’s simply no better choice than
the unmatched heat and superior versatility of the kamado.
The Essential Kamado Grill Cookbook contains all the tips, tricks,
techniques, and recipes you need to become the master of this allpurpose backyard grill.

Get Cooking, Confidently: Go from beginner to pro with tips
on firing up your grill, perfectly controlling the temperature,
preventing flare-ups, and more.
75 Delicious Recipes: Discover how to make expert use
of the kamado’s versatility with these delectable dishes, all
conveniently grouped by cooking method.
One Fire, Many Meals: Learn to use the kamado’s unique
properties to seamlessly prepare multiple meals without ever
having to restart the grill.

TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 150 PGS.
MARCH 2019

COOKB OOKS
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The Instant Pot® College Cookbook
75 Quick & Easy Meals that Taste Like Home
J U L E E M O R R IS O N



The Instant Pot® College Cookbook is the definitive dorm
room solution for easy, homemade meals. Cereal and pizza
might be enough to sustain a crash study session, but the best brain
food is a homemade meal.

Instant Pot® cooking 101 that breaks down all the parts of the

Instant Pot® and the basic steps for pressure cooking any recipe
75 student-approved meals for breakfast, staples, soups and
stews, meatless meals, poultry and meat, dessert, and more!
Fool-proof recipes that combine quick prep times with
common ingredients to suit student schedules and wallets.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 152 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Instant Pot® Cookbook
for Healthy Meal Prep
Get Healthy with Easy Recipes for
the Instant Pot® Multicooker
CAR R IE FO R R E ST, MBH



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Good eating even on your busiest days. The Instant Pot
Cookbook® for Healthy Meal Prep teaches you everything
you need to know to stop worrying about daily cooking. Focusing on
healthy Instant Pot® recipes designed for advanced prep, bulk cooking,
and storage—this cookbook makes it easy for you to make healthy,
delicious food no matter how busy you get.

No Pressure, Pressure Cooking: Eat better with 75 healthy,

easy-to-make Instant Pot® recipes—including vegetarian, vegan,
and gluten-free options.
Master Prep: Become a prep pro with detailed guides on advanced
prep, batch cooking, multicooker multitasking, and more.
Eating Well all Week Long: Make your meals last with helpful
tips on storage, as well as tricks for reheating and repurposing
leftovers.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

Little Helpers Toddler Cookbook

40 Healthy, Kid-Friendly Recipes to Cook Together
HE ATHE R STAL L ER



The best way to get toddlers to try new foods is to get them
involved. Filled with tasty and healthy recipes, Little Helpers
Toddler Cookbook is your guide to cooking with your little one.
Featuring tons of toddler-friendly instructions and cooking tips, this
book makes it easy for the two of you to work together in the kitchen.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Healthy and Tasty: Help your little one discover new favorites

for every meal with 40 delicious, nutritious recipes.
Easy-to-Follow Instructions: Recipes highlight toddler-safe
steps, making it easy to know exactly how your little one can help
with every dish.
Savory Foods, Sweet Memories: Record you and your
toddler’s unique experiences with each recipe using provided
journaling spaces.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 125 PGS.
JUNE 2019

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Modern Cast Iron Cookbook

Fresh and Easy Recipes for the Pan that Does it All
TIF FAN Y L A FO RG E



The Modern Cast Iron Cookbook is your one-stop guide to cast
iron cooking. In addition to featuring a wide range of easy
and delicious recipes designed for modern tastes, this cookbook also
contains the most up-to-date information on buying and owning your
own cast iron pan.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Just the Facts: Learn to pick the right pan and how to properly
take care of it—forget the old wives’ tales about not using soap.
Foods for Every Taste: Choose from 100 cast iron recipes—
including vegan cuisine, classic comfort foods, international
flavors, and more.
As Easy as You Want: Convenient labels help you pick
the right recipes—“Quick & Easy” dishes done in 30 minutes or
less, “Weeknight” meals with 60-minute start-to-finish times,
and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
MAY 2019

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

One-Pot Healthy Eating Cookbook
101 Effortless Meals for Your Instant Pot,
Sheet Pan, Skillet and Dutch Oven
L AU R E N K E ATIN G



The key to healthy eating (hint: this isn’t about dieting) is
keeping meals effortless and totally delicious. The best part
is, you can do it all with One-Pot Healthy Eating Cookbook.

Eat Well, Live Well: Learn the basics of healthy eating, foods to

enjoy and avoid, and how to prep fast.
Just One Pot (really): Make a complete dish from start to
finish with your Air Fryer, Dutch Oven, Electric Pressure Cooker,
Sheet Pan, Skillet and Slow Cooker.
101 All-Day Recipes: Eat healthy from breakfast through
dinner with these fulfilling and filling recipes.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 24 X 19CM / 225 PGS.
MARCH 2019

COOKB OOKS
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One-Pot Pasta

65 Super Easy Recipes for One-and-Done Meals
SAR AH WAL K E R CA RO N



The One-Pot Pasta Cookbook offers the easiest all-in-one
recipes for perfect pasta meals. No straining, no mess, and
no stress—cooking pasta doesn’t get simpler than one-pot recipes.
The One-Pot Pasta Cookbook offers the easiest, quick-fix recipes
for delicious pasta dishes to make homemade dinners happen with
minimal time and effort.

A fool-proof formula for the perfect balance of herbs and

spices, protein, veggies, and cheese in every pot.
65 recipes that use all-in-one and step-by-step methods for
cheese pastas, veggie pastas, meat pastas, seafood pastas, salads
and sides, and more!
Handy labels to quickly choose the right recipe from All-InOne, 30 Minutes, Quick Prep, Vegetarian, and more!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $12.99 / 24 X 19CM / 106 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

COOKB OOKS
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The Pescatarian Cookbook
The Essential Kitchen Companion
CAR A HAR B STR EET, MS, RD, LD



The Pescatarian Cookbook is the definitive kitchen
companion to the pescatarian diet with fundamental
information, recipes, and healthy meal plans. Rich in fish and
seafood, hearty vegetables, and wholesome grains—pescatarianism
is a varied and balanced diet.

An essential introduction that explains everything you need
to know to follow the pescatarian diet, including the health
benefits, pantry staples and cooking equipment, plus shopping
and storage tips.
75 recipes for breakfasts, soups and salads, vegetable mains,
seafood mains, sides and snacks, and dessert!
Three one-week meal plans that take the guesswork out of
what you should eat and when, with shopping lists to do the
heavy lifting.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 182 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS
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Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook
70 Delicious Plant-Based Cheeses
JAN IC E B U C K IN GHA M



The Super Easy Vegan Cheese Cookbook offers the simplest,
no-fail recipes for the taste, texture, and cheesiness you
crave. Vegan cheese making has come a long way from hard-to-find
ingredients and specialty equipment.

Cheese-making 101 that outlines basic ingredients, kitchen

set-up, pantry staples, ingredient prep, best practices, and
storage tips.
Easy recipes that use staple ingredients and equipment to make
homemade vegan cheese affordable and doable.
75 classic & new recipes for cheese sauces and spreads, soft
cheese, semi-hard pressed cheeses, hard and aged cheeses, and
fermented, cultured cheeses.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 136 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS
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Super Simple Baking for Kids
Learn to Bake with Over 55 Easy Recipes
for Cookies, Muffins, Cupcakes & More!
C HAR IT Y M ATHEWS



When it comes to baking, even little hands can mix up tasty
treats. Super Simple Baking for Kids gives new bakers fun
and easy recipes for cookies, muffins, cakes, and more.

Baking Tutorials: Learn all about equipment and safety, and

try new skills to succeed in the kitchen.
Easy as 1,2,3: Recipes use 5 to 10 ingredients, require no fancy
equipment, and include difficulty ratings.
Fun Foods: Turn meal time into play time with sweet and
savory recipes like Rainbow Sprinkle Whoopie Pies, Fruity
Cereal Cupcakes, Pull-Apart Cheese Bread and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
MARCH 2019

COOKB OOKS
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The Truly Healthy Pescatarian Cookbook
75 Fresh & Delicious Recipes to Maintain a Healthy Weight
N IC O L E HAL L IS SEY, MS, RD N, CD N



Find and maintain your healthy weight with fresh and
delicious recipes from The Truly Healthy Pescatarian
Cookbook. The pescatarian diet offers a healthy, balanced approach
to achieving and sustaining your ideal weight.

An introduction that explains the basic principles and benefits
of the pescatarian diet, and includes helpful FAQ and guidance
for pantry prep.
Weight loss 101 that helps you identify your ideal calorie
intake, set personal weight goals, and establish healthy lifestyle
routines.
75 recipes for breakfasts, soups and salads, vegetarian mains,
seafood mains, snacks and sides, and desserts.

TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 182 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

COOKB OOKS

/ 24

The Ultimate Instant Pot®
Cookbook for Two

Perfectly-Portioned Recipes for 3-Quart and 6-Quart Models
JAN E T A. ZIMME RMA N



The Ultimate Instant Pot® Cookbook for Two is the official
Instant Pot® Cookbook for every dinner duo. Cooking for
two is a lot easier with your Instant Pot®—especially when recipes
are perfectly portioned for you, too!

A handy overview covers Instant Pot® best practices, shopping

tips for two, troubleshooting advice, and how to scale recipes up
or down.
80+ recipes work with all models of the 3-quart Mini and
6-quart Lux, Duo, and Ultra.
Recipe tips throughout explain how to double recipes, use up
ingredients, modify cooking times (if needed) for Mini and larger
Lux models, and divide the labor to speed prep.

TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 194 PGS.
FEBRUARY 2019

COOKB OOKS
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COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Vegan Air Fryer Cookbook

75 Plant-Based, Whole Food Recipes to Fry, Bake, and Roast
TE S S C HAL L IS



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

The Vegan Air Fryer Cookbook makes creating healthy
and fresh vegan fried foods easier than ever. Focusing on
whole ingredients, this book features over 70 easy-to-make recipes.
Discover why the air fryer is a must have for any vegan kitchen
with classic french fries, easy peasy pizza, eggplant parmigiana,
blackberry peach cobbler, and more.

Real ingredients mean real flavors: Create delicious air-

fried foods that are completely plant-based—no processed meat
substitutes.
From beginners to experts: Sample 70+ delicious recipes
meant for new and experienced fryers alike.
Master your air fryer: Answer all your air fryer questions
with handy charts, general cooking information, technique
showcases, and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019

COOKB OOKS
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Vegan Meal Prep

Ready-to-go Meals and Snacks for Healthy Plant-Based Eating
J L F IE L DS



Vegan Meal Prep is the ultimate life-hack for ready-to-go
plant-based meals any day of the week. A little meal prep
goes a long way to simplifying the plant-based diet. Vegan Meal Prep
makes sure that you always have healthy, portion-controlled meals
and snacks ready-to-go with fool-proof meal preps.

Meal prep 101 that explains the benefits of vegan meal prep,

along with basic techniques, go-to ingredients, and storage tips.
8 meal preps with a meal plan, shopping list, equipment list,
step-by-step prep day action plans, and 5 recipes for the week.
70 recipes for breakfasts, lunches and dinners, vegetables,
grains and greens, snacks and sweets, and more!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 160 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

COOKB OOKS
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DOCUMENT DIET COOKBOOKS
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

The 28-Day Dash Diet
Weight-Loss Program

Recipes and Workouts to Lower Blood Pressure
and Improve Your Health
AN DY DE SAN TIS, RD, MP H & JULIE A N D REWS, MS, RD N, CD



Achieve your weight loss goals with the comprehensive diet
and exercise plan from The 28-Day DASH Diet Weight-Loss
Program. The DASH diet offers a path to weight loss that is rooted in
balanced eating, but it’s not the only key to your success.

A 28-day meal plan with recipes designed specifically for

weight loss and lowering blood pressure, plus 2 supplemental,
7-day meal plans to help you maintain the DASH diet.
Lifestyle trackers that allow you to design your own exercise
routine for cardio and strength training every week, and monitor
other healthy habits.
100 dash diet recipes for satisfying, calorie controlled, lowsodium, heart healthy meals.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $20.99 / 24 X 19CM / 262 PGS
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 29

The 28-Day Gout Diet Plan

The Optimal Nutrition Guide to Manage Gout
S O P HIA K AM V E RIS, MS, RD, LD N



The 28-Day Gout Diet Plan is the nutritional strategy to
take control of gout for long-term relief. A gout-friendly
diet plays a significant role in reducing painful flares for long-term
treatment. Removing the guesswork out of what to eat and when,
The 28-Day Gout Diet Plan kick-starts relief with a research-based
meal plan and cookbook.

An essential introduction to understand gout and which foods
to eat and avoid.
4-Week meal plan that maps out weekly meals and provides
shopping lists, prep tips, and more!
75 recipes for low-purine, DASH-compliant, and Heart Healthy
meals that you can enjoy long after the 28 days are over.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 24 X 19CM / 194 PGS.
FEBRUARY 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 30

30-Day Whole Foods Cookbook
& Meal Plan

Eliminate Processed Foods and Revitalize Your Health
LO R I N E DE S C U, MS, RD N, CSSD



30-Day Whole Foods Cookbook & Meal Plan offers an
accessible and sustainable program for eliminating
processed foods and revitalizing your health. Overly demanding and
restrictive whole food diets are challenging to follow in the short
term, and even harder to sustain for a lifetime of healthy eating.

An essential introduction that explains the benefits of a whole

foods diet, along with which foods to enjoy and avoid.
Weekly meal plans that include shopping lists and make-ahead
guidance for the full week.
65+ recipes that include breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and
even dessert!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 24 X 19CM / 216 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 31

The 30-Minute Thyroid Cookbook

125 Healing Recipes for Hypothyroidism & Hashimoto’s
E MILY K Y L E , M S , RD N, CD N, CLT



The 30-Minute Thyroid Cookbook offers the fastest, everyday
recipes to take control of hypothyroidism and Hashimoto’s
symptoms for long-term relief. When you’re dealing with symptom
flare-ups, the last thing you want to do is spend hours cooking.

An essential introduction that explains the thyroid-diet

connection, and offers instruction on foods to eat and avoid,
along with guidelines for preparing your pantry and eating out.
125 recipes that are all gluten-free and dairy-free, and ready to
eat in 30-minutes or less.
Quick reference labels that allow you to choose what to eat
based on your needs, with labels for Autoimmune Protocol (AIP),
Elimination Provocation (EP), Paleo and Vegan diets.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $23.99 / 24 X 19CM / 224 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 32

The 5-Ingredient Paleo Cookbook

100+ Easy Recipes for Busy People on a Paleo Diet
G E N E V IE V E J E ROME



Paleo is all about going back to the basics—cooking shouldn’t
complicate things. The 5-Ingredient Paleo Cookbook offers
simple recipes that combine few, easy-to-find ingredients with
quick prep and cook times, to make paleo meals hassle-free.

Paleo 101 covers paleo diet guidelines, foods to enjoy and foods

you should avoid, pantry essentials and cooking staples, and more!
100+ recipes that use 5 main ingredients (not counting basic
kitchen staples such as salt, pepper, and cooking oils) to make
paleo meals easy and affordable.
Quick prep with most recipes ready in 30-minutes or less, plus
labels for one-pot/pan recipes.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 24 X 19CM / 168 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 33

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Bodybuilding Meal Prep Cookbook
Easy Macro Meals to Prepare, Cook, Grab and Go
MIC HE L L E VO DR AZK A



Who needs a nutritionist? The Bodybuilding Meal Prep
Cookbook is here to make nutritious eating easy. Using a
pre-made 6-week meal plan—plus over 55 extra recipes—this book
teaches you everything you need to know to develop, prep, and cook
up your own meals for bodybuilding.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

A Complete Meal Planning Guide: Learn to manage your

meals with a 6-week plan that teaches you how to pick the right
foods, tackle advanced prep, store prepared food, and more.
Make it Your Own: Customize your meal plan with the help of
an additional 55+ delicious recipes designed to help you meet
your specific needs and match your particular tastes.
Nutrition Made Easy: Keep your diet perfectly balanced
thanks to detailed macronutrient information for every recipe.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
MAY 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 34

Clean Keto Lifestyle

The Complete Guide to Transforming Your Life & Health
K AR IS SA LO N G



Clean Keto Lifestyle is the definitive lifestyle companion
to the ketogenic diet with exercise programs, guides to
intermittent fasting, meal plans, and more. Keto is more than a
diet—it’s a lifestyle.

5 meal plans with shopping lists, make-ahead advice, and prep
tips to kick-start or maintain your keto way of eating.
Lifestyle routines that include illustrated exercise programs,
a fool-proof guide to intermittent fasting, plus specific advice
about eating keto at work lunches, dinner parties, and other
social settings.
75 recipes for healthy meals that focus on vegetables and
whole foods—with no creepy chemicals—like Sautéed Summer
Squash, Lemon Salmon & Asparagus, Chocolate Avocado
Pudding, and more!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $25.99 / 24 X 19CM / 196 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 35

The Dairy-Free Keto Diet Cookbook
Satisfyingly High-Fat Recipes to Fuel Your Health
J E S S ICA DU K E S



Follow the ketogenic diet dairy-free with easy, everyday
recipes from The Dairy-Free Ketogenic Diet Cookbook.
Sausage Breakfast Hash, Eggplant Marinara, Shepherd’s Pie—there’s
a lot more to the ketogenic diet than cheese, butter, and cream.
The Dairy-Free Ketogenic Diet Cookbook helps you maintain the
ketogenic diet worry-free with easy and satisfying non-dairy recipes.

Dairy-free keto 101 explains the benefits of a dairy-free

ketogenic diet, including tips for success.
More than 110 recipes that combine easy-to-find ingredients
with quick prep for simple recipes that taste great.
Handy tips on substitutions for common dairy products to help
you fulfill the high-fat keto diet.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $21.99 / 24 X 19CM / 178 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 36

The Diabetes Cookbook for Electric
Pressure Cookers
Instant Healthy Meals for Managing Diabetes

SHELBY KINNAIRD & SIMONE HAROUNIAN, MS, RD, CDN, CDE



With the electric pressure cooker, making healthy meals for
managing diabetes is convenient, quick, and easy. Offering
simple, delicious prep-and-go recipes developed for the EPC, The
Diabetes Cookbook for Electric Pressure Cookers helps you make
the most out of the appliance while saving you time and money and
ensuring that you maintain your healthy lifestyle.

Easy Dietary Guidelines: Guesswork is eliminated and you’ll

learn how the EPC helps you stay on course.
80 Quick & Healthy Recipes: All the recipes require no more
than 40 minutes from start to finish.
Packed with Nutrition: Every nutritious recipe includes
dietary labels and is within the American Diabetes Association’s
recommended 40 to 50 carbs per meal.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 19 X 23CM / 150 PGS.
MARCH 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 37

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Gluten-Free Vegan Baking

100 Classics and New Creations to Celebrate
SAR A MC G LOTHLIN



Gluten-Free Vegan Baking is the ultimate reference for
classic and new recipes that are tasty enough to rival any
traditional baked goods. Ideal for home bakers both seasoned and
new to the diet, Gluten-Free Vegan Baking is also perfect for every
sweet tooth!

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Kitchen Prep: Get your kitchen ready with essential

equipment, pantry items, and nice-to-have ingredients.
100 Classic and New Recipes: This yummy collection
includes Breakfast Bakes; Breads; Cookies, Brownies, and Bars;
Cakes and Cupcakes; Pies and Tarts.
Easy-to-Find Ingredients: Baking becomes wonderfully
accessible with simple-to-find ingredients readily available in
grocery stores.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 38

Gut Health Diet for Beginners

A 7-Day Plan to Heal Your Gut and Boost Digestive Health
K IT T Y MARTO N E



Reset your gut and boost digestive health in seven days with
a clear meal plan, guidance, and recipes from the Gut Health
Diet for Beginners.

Gut health 101 that explains how gut health affects your overall

health, and outlines foods to enjoy and avoid to maximize results.
A 7-day meal plan that includes 75 clean and easy recipes with
shopping lists and prep guides for every week.
5 steps for success that eliminate the stress of starting a new
diet by guiding you through kitchen and pantry prep, meal prep
and planning, symptom tracking, plus healthy habits to pursue
alongside the diet.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 24 X 19CM / 172 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 39

The Healthy Low-Carb
Slow Cooker Cookbook

100 Easy Recipes to Kick-Start Weight Loss
S HAN N O N E P STEIN



Lose weight and save time in the kitchen with easy, setand-forget recipes from The Healthy Low-Carb Slow Cooker
Cookbook. Eating a low-carb diet can be hard—but cooking for it
doesn’t have to be.

Low and slow cooking 101 that offers guidance for making a

low-carb diet easy, with recommendations for pantry staples and
a sample meal plan.
100 recipes for delicious and satisfying meals that contain no
more than 20 grams of carbs per serving.
Quick prep with a max prep time of 15 minutes for no-fuss
everyday meals.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 24 X 19CM / 154 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 40

Keto in 30 Minutes

100 No-Stress Ketogenic Diet Recipes to Keep You on Track
J E N F IS C H



Keep up with keto even on your busiest days with fast,
no-stress recipes from Keto in 30 Minutes. Eating keto
doesn’t need to complicate your schedule. Keto in 30 Minutes offers
the fastest recipes to stay on track with the ketogenic diet no matter
how busy life gets.

Keto 101 that provides everything you need to know to make the

ketogenic diet a part of your day-to-day life.
100 recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert, that are
table-ready in 30-minutes or less.
Handy tips to prep you for a lifetime of success on the ketogenic
diet, and make eating keto faster and easier than ever.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 24 X 19CM / 176 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 41

Keto Meal Prep

Lose Weight, Save Time and Feel Your Best
on the Ketogenic Diet
L IZ WIL L IAMS



Keto Meal Prep is the everyday solution to lose weight,
save time, and keep keto easy with ready-to-go meals from
Monday to Friday. A little planning and prepping go a long way
towards success on the ketogenic diet.

Keto meal prep 101 that outlines ketogenic diet basics and

best practices for meal prep, including storage tips and kitchen
essentials.
3 meal preps that lay out two-week plans for beginners, for
those who work out regularly, and for longer-term folks looking
to maintain results, totaling 8 weeks of meals and snacks.
Plan and prep support that includes shopping lists, step-bystep prep instructions, and storage guidance.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 24 X 19CM / 164 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 42

The Lupus Cookbook

125+ Anti-Inflammatory Recipes to Live Well with Lupus
AN A R E IS DO R F, MS, RD



The Lupus Cookbook is the definitive collection for antiinflammatory recipes to take control of symptoms and send
lupus into remission.

An introduction that offers step-by-step guidance on managing
symptoms with the anti-inflammatory diet, plus in-depth
explanations of foods to enjoy and avoid eating.
Over 125 recipes for smoothies and breakfasts, snacks and
sides, salads and soups, plant-based meals, fish and seafood,
poultry and meat, desserts, and more!
Lifestyle tips for setting up a lupus-friendly kitchen and
eating out.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 200 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 43

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The MIND Diet Meal Plan and Cookbook
Recipes and Lifestyle Approaches
to Help Prevent Alzheimer’s and Dementia
J U L IE AN DR EWS , MS, RD N, CD



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Eating well can help your mental wellness. The MIND
Diet Meal Plan and Cookbook is a comprehensive guide
to the MIND diet (Mediterranean-DASH Intervention for
Neurodegenerative Delay)—which studies have shown may
reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s by up to 53%. Featuring more than
75 delicious recipes, a 4-week meal plan, and more, this book
takes the challenge out of MIND-ful eating.

MIND Made Easy: Take the work out of dieting with recipes,

meal plans, shopping lists and weekly prep recommendations.
The Complete MIND Guide: Learn everything you need to
know to manage you MIND diet with helpful guides to MINDfriendly foods, serving goals and more.
Go Beyond the Kitchen: From exercise to stress reduction,
discover how to live a better, healthier life.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
MAY 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 44

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Prediabetes Action Plan
and Cookbook

How to Reverse Prediabetes and Improve Your Health
C HE RY L M U S SAT TO, MS, RD, LD



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Featuring 75 simple and tasty recipes, The Prediabetes
Action Plan and Cookbook is your complete guide to
regaining control of your blood sugar. An introductory 2-week meal
plan helps you start living healthier right away. Simple tips and
straightforward explanations teach you everything you’ll need to
know to beat prediabetes.

Healthy Eating for Everyone: Step-by-step instructions—

including a complete 2-week meal plan—make it easy to start
eating and living better.
Simple, Tasty, and Healthy: Choose from 75 delicious, easyto-prepare recipes that will have you wanting to eat well.
Beyond the Dining Table: Change more than just your diet
as you learn about lifestyle changes you can make to help beat
prediabetes.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 45

COMING SOON IN

20 19

She Does Keto

The Complete Ketogenic Diet for Women
G IG I AS HWO RTH



Make sure you’re on the diet that’s right for you with She
Does Keto. Featuring 100 recipes created with female dietary
needs in mind, this cookbook explores how the ketogenic diet can
uniquely benefit woman.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

One Size Doesn’t Fit All: Men and women have different

dietary requirements—get a ketogenic diet specifically tailored
to meet your individual needs.
Happier and Healthier: Discover how keto can help
with common women’s health concerns, including PCOS,
endometriosis, and autoimmune disorders.
Dieting Made Easy: Over 100 delectable recipes—plus a
complete 21-day meal plan—make starting and sticking with the
keto diet as easy as can be.
TRADE PAPERBACK /19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

DIET COOKB OOKS

/ 46

FAMILY, PARENTING &
DOCUMENT RELATIONSHIPS

TITLE

D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

COMING SOON IN

20 19

I Do!

A Marriage Workbook for Engaged Couples
J IM WAL K U P



Planning a meaningful wedding is important. Planning for a
happy and satisfying marriage is critical. Through in-depth,
thought-provoking exercises, I Do! helps engaged couples grow their
love and solidify their partnership as they prepare to walk down the
aisle together.

Love, Sex, and Money: Prepare for married life by exploring

and sharing your thoughts on communication, money, intimacy,
children, beliefs and values, family and friends, and work.
In-Depth Exercises: Learn more about your partner through
various exercises, including writing prompts, true/false
questionnaires, worksheets, partner discussions, and more.
Take It to the Next Level: Use the exercises as springboards
for a deeper exploration into your relationship.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
APRIL 2019

FAMILY, PARENTING & RELATIONSHIPS

/ 48

No More Fighting:
The Relationship Book for Couples
20 Minutes a Week to a Stronger Relationship
AL IC IA M U Ñ OZ, LPC



No More Fighting offers fast strategies to stop fights now
and build a stronger relationship long-term. All couples
fight—but a little guidance goes a long way to tackling the issues that
trigger fights in the first place.

52 relationship challenges illustrated through case

studies drawn from real couples, addressing money matters,
communication blocks, gender roles, sexuality, self-care, and more.
20-minute exercises that help you unpack each challenge
using tailored prompts, dialogues, and shared experiences.
Supportive guidance to motivate you and your partner through
each exercise with practical advice and helpful tips.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 23 X 15CM / 286 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

FAMILY, PARENTING & RELATIONSHIPS

/ 49

You Can Two!

The Essential Twins Preparation Guide
J E N N IF E R B O N ICELLI & MEG HA N HERT ZFELDT



Don’t just survive twin parenting—thrive every step of the
way with practical preparation strategies and advice from
You Can Two!

Step-by-step prep for everything coming your way: parenting

together, baby gear, delivery and the early days, feeding, sleeping,
and keeping your relationship strong.
A planning toolkit that includes checklists, trackers, to-do
lists, and FAQs and answers.
Real support that offers tips and tricks from other twin parents,
along with stories of reassurance and inspiration.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 21 X 15CM / 182 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

FAMILY, PARENTING & RELATIONSHIPS

/ 50

DOCUMENT
HEALTH & WELLNESS
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Beauty Geek’s Guide to Skin Care

1,000 Essential Definitions of Common Product Ingredients
DE B O R AH B U R N ES



The Beauty Geek’s Guide to Skin Care is the ultimate reference
for learning the ins and outs of ingredients used in skin
care products. Featuring 1,000 detailed ingredients, plus a guide
on understanding and caring for your skin, this book is the key to
achieving a glowing complexion.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Skin 101: Learn the basics about your skin and decode how the
beauty industry markets products to care for it.
Caring for your skin: Learn how to best care for your skin
through routines, diet, and more.
Ingredient dictionary: This features 1,000 definitions and
explanations of natural/organic ingredients.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
MAY 2019

HEALTH & WELLNESS

/ 52

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Breathwork

A 3-Week Breathing Program to Gain Clarity,
Calm, and Better Health
VAL E R IE M O S E L L E



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Every breath you take has the power to heal. Breathwork
offers a 3-week program to master breathing techniques
that can improve your physical and mental well-being. Addressing
common afflictions from asthma to anxiety, this book is a practical
guide to harnessing the healing power of your breath.

A 3-Week Program: Kick-start the journey from learning

breathwork to implementing it in everyday life.
Simple Strategies: Get straightforward guidance on breathing
techniques.
Theory and Practice: Combine spiritual teachings with
traditional practices to master your breath.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 14 X 22CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019

HEALTH & WELLNESS

/ 53

The Complete Guide to Modern Massage
Step-by-Step Massage Basics and Techniques
from Around the World
RYAN JAY HOY ME, LMT, BCT MB



Learn the healing power of touch with a new, up-to-date
reference from The Complete Guide to Modern Massage.
Massage is a natural method to relieve pain and reduce stress—
and anyone can learn how to do it.

Massage 101 outlines the history and basic principles of

massage and how they relate to modern practice.
Stress-relief techniques for the whole body, plus styles for
every age and stage of life; baby, couples, prenatal, sports and
senior massage.
Targeted techniques for healing common ailments including
headaches, neck pain, PMS, lower back pain, and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 23 X 21CM / 192 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

HEALTH & WELLNESS

/ 54

Pilates for Beginners

Core Pilates Exercises and Easy Sequences
to Practice at Home
K ATHE R IN E C O R P & K IMBERLY CO RP



Pilates for Beginners is the new kick-start guide for building
an at-home Pilates practice with step-by-step guidance and
easy sequences.

Pilates 101 introduces the philosophy and guiding principles of
Pilates—Centering, Concentration, Control, Precision, Breath,
and Flow—to incorporate into workouts.
50 easy-to-follow exercises that include warm-ups, cool
downs, and bonus strengthening exercises, with photographs,
checklists, and tips to help guide you.
Progressive sequences that lay a strong foundation for body
awareness in the introductory program, and builds strength,
spinal mobility, flexibility, and control from Level 1 to Level 2.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 23 X 21CM / 174 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

HEALTH & WELLNESS

/ 55

DOCUMENT
HOBBIES & REFERENCE
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners
Beautiful Projects and Essential Techniques
J OAN N A MU Ñ OZ



Transform your words into an art form with the largest
collection of tutorials, alphabets, and DIY projects from
The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners. Hand lettering adds a fun,
creative touch to crafts and projects—and the best way to learn is to
start putting pen to paper.

20 Creative projects that include thank-you cards, gift tags,

wrapping paper, bunting, envelope liners, place cards, and more!
8 Sample alphabets (4 cursive, 4 print) with stroke-bystroke instruction and space to practice (plus downloadable
practice sheets).
Personalize your style with tips for incorporating flourishes,
illustrations, and different moods and tones for variety.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 28 X 22CM / 132 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 57

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Beginner’s Guide to Raising Chickens

Everything You Need to Know to Raise a Happy Backyard Flock
AN N E K U O



The Beginner’s Guide to Raising Chickens tells you
everything you need to know—from coop construction
to raising chicks. This guide takes the guesswork out of starting
your very own flock—by answering all the most common beginner
questions and more.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

All Cooped up: Build the right home for you feathered friends

with detailed backyard coop designs and construction guides.
From Chicken to Egg: Find out how to pick the right breed,
care for chicks, keep your birds safe from predators, collect eggs,
and more.
Critical Terms Explained: Learn to talk the talk thanks to a
glossary of common chicken keeping terms.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 58

Chess for Beginners

Know the Rules, Choose Your Strategy and Start Winning
Y E L IZAV E TA O R LOVA



Chess for Beginners offers new players a quick-start guide
to learn the game of chess and start winning in no time with
rules, strategies, and tactics for success.

A complete overview that introduces players to the

chessboard and the movement of each piece with clear, easy-tofollow illustrations and directions.
10 strategies that show players how to control the board, think
several moves ahead, go for a quick checkmate, and more!
10 tactics that offer short-term solutions to support your
strategy and achieve checkmate.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 20 X 20CM / 150 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 59

The Complete Guide
to Natural Soapmaking

Create 65 All-Natural Cold-Process, Hot-Process,
Liquid, Melt-and-Pour, and Hand-Milled Soaps
AM AN DA G AIL A ARO N



The Complete Guide to Natural Soapmaking is the ultimate
DIY reference for the processes, techniques, and recipes
you’ll need to craft picture-perfect natural soaps.

Soapmaking 101: Get ready to make your very own soap with

essential equipment and ingredients.
Easy-to-Follow Tutorials: Learn insider design tricks and
classic soapmaking techniques including cold-process, hotprocess, melt-and-pour, and hand-milling.
65 Natural Recipes: Choose from fragrant and colorful recipes
like Lavender Mint Soap, Coffee Scrub Soap, Citrus Zest Kitchen
Soap, Shea Butter & Geranium Soap, and much more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $22.99 / 20 X 25CM / 275 PGS.
MARCH 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 60

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Crochet Cute Critters

26 Easy Amigurumi Animal Patterns
from Alex Alligator to Zina Zebra
SAR AH ZIM ME R MA N



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

From alligators to zebras, Crochet Cute Critters features
26 beginner-friendly patterns for crafting delightful and
cuddly crocheted companions. Featuring detailed instructions—plus
plenty of helpful hints and explanations—this book makes crocheting
amigurumi simple and fun.

Cute Critters from A to Z: Choose from 26 adorable and easyto-use patterns that cover the entire animal kingdom.
Amigurumi for Everyone: Step-by-step instructions on
crocheting, detailing, and stuffing—plus a complete glossary
of terms and abbreviations—make it easy for beginners and
experts alike.
Go Beyond Patterns: Get creative using tips and tricks that
help you design and craft your own unique amigurumi.
TRADE PAPERBACK / AUGUST 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 61

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Essential Beekeeping for Beginners
How to Raise Your First Backyard Bees
AM B E R B R ADS HAW



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Wouldn’t it be great to raise your own bee colony, have a
fresh supply of honey (liquid gold) and bring thousands
of healthy pollinators into your yard? Essential Beekeeping for
Beginners is a step-by-step guide that shows newbies all the
fundamentals in a user-friendly way. You (and your bees) will soon
be buzzing with delight.

Just the Essentials: Learn how to start your first colony

without being overwhelmed.
Speak Bee: Clearly defined terms and a glossary will have you
talking like a pro beekeeper.
Modern Beekeeping: Discover the newest practices and
current natural approaches.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 62

Essential Succulents:
The Beginner’s Guide

50 Succulent Varieties & 8 Easy Decorative Projects
K E N S HE L F



Whether you’ve never cared for succulents before, or
are interested in deepening your understanding of them,
Essential Succulents will give you the confidence you need to explore
your succulent-growing passion.

Discover 50 easy-to-grow succulents that can grow in a

variety of environments, as well as a care guide and arrangement
tips for each.
Grow indoor and container succulents by learning exactly
what they need to thrive and produce beautiful plants that will
enrich your home.
Get creative with succulents with 8 easy DIY projects that
include step-by-step instructions and are listed in order from
easiest to more challenging.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 24 X 19CM / 184 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 63

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Raised-Bed Gardening for Beginners

What You Need to Know to Start and Sustain a Thriving Garden
TAM MY W Y L IE



If you’re looking to start your own raised-bed garden,
then Raised-Bed Gardening for Beginners is the book for
you. Whether you’re completely new to plants or an experienced
gardener looking to branch into raised-beds, this book contains all the
information you’ll need to grow a happy and healthy raised garden.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

No Bed? No Worries: From building your own raised-bed to

mixing soil, step-by-step instructions teach you everything you
need to get started.
From Greenhorn to Green Thumb: Detailed guides to crop
rotation, partner planting and more show new and experienced
gardeners alike how to make sure plants thrive.
Perfect Picks: Complete profiles for 30 popular raised-bed
plants—including specific tips for growing and harvesting
them—help you pick the plants that are perfect for you.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JULY 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 64

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Rock Painting for Beginners

A Step-by-Step Guide to the Top Techniques
for Painting Stones
ADR IAN N E S U R IAN



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Rocks that really rock. Discover the wonderful world of rock
painting with Rock Painting for Beginners. Never picked
up a brush before? No worries. This book will take you on a journey
of artistic discovery, teaching you how to paint your own beautiful
rocks one simple and easy technique at a time.

Over 30 Inspirational Designs: Featuring everything from dot
paintings to mandalas, these wonderful designs will inspire and
delight you again and again.
Unlock Your Inner Artist: Each chapter features three
projects designed to help you learn a single artistic technique.
Right Rocks: Find out how to select the perfect rocks, prep
them for painting and make sure you have the right tools.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 150 PGS.
JULY 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 65

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Puppy Training in 7 Easy Steps

Everything You Need to Know to Raise the Perfect Dog
MAR K VAN W Y E



Puppy Training in 7 Easy Steps is a practical, step-by-step
guide to guarantee that your cute and curious friend stays
cute and out of the way of complete destruction.

Puppy Prep: Stock up on all of the supplies you need to start

training with helpful checklists and insider tips.
Training in 7-Steps: Cut to the chase and start training your
pup with effective, easy-to-follow methods.
Troubleshooting Tips: Get quick advice to make sure your
training goes according to plan, no matter how many squirrels,
birds, or other temptations catch your pup’s attention.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $13.99 / 15 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
APRIL 2019

HOBBIES & REFERENCE

/ 66

DOCUMENT
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

KIDS

Anger Management Workbook for Kids
50 Fun Activities to Help Children Stay Calm
and Make Better Choices When They Feel Mad
SAM AN THA S N OWD EN, MA



The Anger Management Workbook for Kids offers kidfriendly exercises and interactive activities to feel happier,
calmer, and take control of anger.

Introduce anger to curiosity, your new BFF! Get to know

anger by asking some tough questions, like how does your body
feel when you get angry? Is anger secretly fear, sadness, or
disappointment?
Find clues about what makes you angry, whether it’s at
school, at home, or with friends. You’ll use tons of fun activities
in this workbook to help you solve the anger mystery!
Learn how to STOP anger when YOU want to, with cool tools
to manage anger like building a feelings vocabulary, breathing,
and listening.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 25 X 20CM / 160 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

KIDS

/ 68

Astronomy for Kids

How to Explore Outer Space with Binoculars,
a Telescope or Just Your Eyes!
B RU C E B E T TS , P HD



In Astronomy for Kids, planetary scientist Bruce Betts helps
you find and name the amazing objects in the night sky and
shares fun facts about them.

Astronomy in Action: Learn the best ways to see outer space

and discover tips for finding what you’re most interested in.
Eye Spy: Explore the top 30 (yes, 30!) objects you can see with
just your eyes, including the Milky Way, Orion’s Belt, the Big
Dipper, Mars, and even the International Space Station.
Magnify That: From buying tips to usage tricks, you’ll learn
exactly how to get up close and personal with the universe—and
identify 25 more objects—using your astronomy equipment.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 20 X 20CM / 168 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

KIDS

/ 69

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Awesome Engineering Projects for Kids
50+ Exciting STEAM Projects to Design and Build
C HR ISTIN A S C HUL



Kids learn best by doing. Help them discover the joy of
building with Awesome Engineering Projects for Kids. From
toothpick towers and marble runs to egg drops and water rockets,
this book teaches children ages 5 to 10 STEAM principles using
simple hands-on engineering projects that they are sure to love.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

50+ Exciting STEAM Projects: Show your kids how fun

learning about engineering—as well as science, technology, art
and math—can be.
Household Materials: Easy-to-find and inexpensive materials
make it easy for kids to take on projects as often as they want.
Complete Lessons: Projects don’t just teach children how
things work—they help teach them why they work.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
MAY 2019

KIDS

/ 70

Awesome Physics Experiments for Kids
40+ Fun Science Projects & Why They Work!
E R ICA C O LO N



How far can you shoot a pom-pom with the energy generated
from rubber bands? What makes goo attracted to a balloon?
Can you cook s’mores using energy from the sun? Awesome Physics
Experiments for Kids shows kids how cool it is to learn physics with
fun and engaging experiments.

40 Awesome Experiments: Inspire hands-on learning with

topics in force, buoyancy and flight, solids and liquids, electricity,
magnetism, light, heat and sound.
Easy-to-Find Materials: Experiment whenever inspiration
strikes, with common and inexpensive materials readily found
at home.
Step-by-Step Instructions: Give kids the confidence to
experiment on their own, with photos and simple instructions
for guidance.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 23 X 22CM / 136 PGS.
MARCH 2019
RIGHTS SOLD: CHINESE COMPLEX

KIDS

/ 71

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Big Book of Reading
Comprehension Activities

120 Activities for After-School and Summer Reading Fun
HAN N AH B R AU N



Turn homework into fun work! The Big Book of Reading
Comprehension Activities is filled with engaging activities
for 1st graders to get extra reading comprehension practice while
having tons of F-U-N too. Designed to supplement Common Core
standards, this book begins with easy lessons and advances to more
challenging readings and exercises to keep your little reader’s skills
as sharp as their pencils!

120 Awesome Activities: Fun stories, crosswords, coloring,
and more engage kids and make them want to learn.
All Skills, All Levels: Build comprehension skills as you
advance from easy to medium to hard exercises.
Common Core Standards: Send your eager reader back to
class with the knowledge that will impress their teacher and
fellow students.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 28CM / 150 PGS.
APRIL 2019

KIDS

/ 72

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Coding for Kids: Python

Learn to Code with 50 Awesome Games and Activities
ADR IE N N E TAC K E



Learning to code is just like playing a new sport or practicing
an instrument-just get started! From the basic building
blocks of programming to creating your very own code, Coding for
Kids: Python teaches kids essential Python skills with 50 fun and
engaging activities.

Game-Based Learning: Master coding concepts by putting

them into practice with 50 innovative games and activities.
Creative Projects: Think independently, modify code, and
express your creativity with every activity.
Easy-to-Follow Guidance: Straightforward directions and tips
keep you engaged every step of the way.

TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 19 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
MARCH 2019

KIDS

/ 73

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Coding for Kids: Scratch

Learn Coding Skills, Create Fun Games, and Master Scratch
MAT THEW HIG HL A N D



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

From gamer to game maker. Coding for Kids: Scratch is the
ultimate coding book for kids ages 6 to 10. Using step-bystep instructions, this book teaches them how to program their own
games using Scratch. Detailed but simple explanations help kids
explore the how’s and why’s of programming as they code. They
develop critical thinking skills and an understanding of coding that
will serve them for years to come.

Coding 101: Lessons teach fundamental coding concepts and

kids have fun making their own games with Scratch.
Get Creative: Projects support and encourage modifications,
allowing kids to flex their creative muscle and make
imaginatively unique games.
Visual Instructions: Detailed, full-color images help kids
follow along and understand what they need to do.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 250 PGS.
JULY 2019

KIDS

/ 74

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Complete Cursive Handwriting
Workbook for Kids

Laugh, Learn, and Practice the Alphabet with Silly Jokes
C RYSTAL R ADK E



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Make learning cursive fun and funny. Schools might not be
teaching cursive handwriting anymore, but you still can.
The Complete Cursive Handwriting Workbook for Kids makes it easy
for parents to introduce kids ages 7+ to cursive—using letter guides,
silly jokes, and plenty of space to practice writing.

Playful Penmanship: Make learning cursive fun for kids with

jokes that they’ll love to practice writing.
From A to Z: Help your kid master the alphabet with illustrated
instructions that show stroke direction and order.
Putting It All Together: Teach your child perfect penmanship
with lessons on connecting cursive letters.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 25CM / 80 PGS.
MAY 2019

KIDS

/ 75

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Dot-to-Dot Activities for Learning
Practice the Alphabet and Count to 100
AM B E R M ATHIS ON



Learn through play and creativity! Dot-to-Dot Activities for
Learning offers educationally-focused activities to help kids
ages 3 to 5 practice the alphabet and counting. With activities for
letter recognition, letter sequencing of the alphabet, and counting to
100, this book offers a fun-filled approach to learning fundamental
language and math skills.

41 Dot-to-Dot Puzzles: Kids will start with easier puzzles and

progressively work their way towards harder ones.
Learn the ABC’s: Kids make connections between the letters of
the alphabet in upper and lower-case form.
Count to 100: Practice counting by 1’s from 1 to 100 as well as by
10’s through 100.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 28CM / 125 PGS.
APRIL 2019

KIDS

/ 76

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Exploring Nature Activity Book for Kids
50 Creative Projects to Spark Curiosity and Joy in Nature
K IM AN DR EWS



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

The best place to learn about nature is right outside.
Exploring Nature Activity Book for Kids helps young
explorers discover the wonders of the outdoors with 50 fun and
creative projects. From making a bird feeder out of fruit to collecting
different types of river rocks, you and your child will take a direct,
hands-on approach to learning about nature. This book shows
you the way.

Get up and Get out: Help your kids put down the electronics

and get out of the house with these 50 exciting outdoor projects.
Inspire Curiosity: Foster a lifetime of learning by teaching kids
to study and observe their surroundings.
Every Season, Every Weather: From snowy days to starry
nights, discover activities that let kids explore nature in all
its forms.

TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 150 PGS.
MAY 2019

KIDS

/ 77

Express Yourself

The One-Year Journal for Girls
K ATHE R IN E F L AN N ERY & ELIZA BET H G R A EBER



Express Yourself is a one-year journal for teen girls with
thought-provoking prompts for self-exploration, inspiration,
and free expression. Teen girls have a lot to say—and even more to
write about. Chronicling one year’s worth of discoveries, dreams,
and day-to-day happenings, Express Yourself gives girls the gift of
getting to know themselves.

Weekly writing prompts that get you thinking about truths,

lies, daydreams, fears, hopes, and likes!
Space for a note every day that encourages you to write
regularly, even if it is just a quick few lines.
Inspirational quotes from leading women in every industry,
including comedians, writers, actresses, politicians, and more!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $12.99 / 21 X 15CM / 150 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

KIDS

/ 78

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Human Body Activity Book for Kids
Hands-On Fun to Explore the Incredible Science
of How Bodies Work
K ATIE STO K E S , M.ED, P H.D.



How fast can people run? What are all the parts of the eye?
How do taste buds work? There’s a lot to know about the
body, and The Human Body Activity Book for Kids makes it fun and
easy to learn it all.

A Complete Guide to the Human Body: Teach kids what

they’re made of with informative, illustrated chapters broken
down by body system.
Education Made Easy: Over 30 exciting activities—including
connect-the-dots, crosswords, and off-the-page experiments—
keep lessons engaging.
Fill up with Fun Facts: Did you know hair grows slower at
night and that you’re taller in the morning than the evening?
TRADE PAPERBACK / $8.99 / 20 X 25CM / 75 PGS.
MARCH 2019

KIDS

/ 79

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Instant Fun Toddler Activities

100+ Ready-to-Go Activities for Early Learning
K R IS SY B O N N IN G- G O ULD



Fun shouldn’t be hard. Keep your toddler busy all day long
with Instant Fun Toddler Activities. Featuring five chapters
of easy-to-set up and low-mess activities, this book is ideal for busy
parents looking to make sure that their little ones are still getting all
the enjoyable and educational play they need.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Simple Fun: From “Let’s Pretend” to “Outdoor Adventures,”

discover 100+ educational activities that take 5 minutes
(or less) to set up and only use household materials.
Guide to Toddler Development: An overview of
developmental milestones helps you determine your toddler’s
level of readiness for each activity.
Watch Your Little One Learn: Know what your toddler is
getting out of each activity thanks to handy skill-building icons.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
AUGUST 2019

KIDS

/ 80

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Kid Artist

How to Draw for Kids, with Easy Techniques
and Fun Step-by-Step Drawings
A AR IA BAID



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Let your little Picasso’s creativity run wild! Kid Artist is
packed with techniques and tutorials to teach kids ages 9 to
12 how to draw. With step-by-step instruction for fun projects, kids
will hone their skills and get inspired to create anything they set
their mind to.

For Ages 9 to 12: Projects feature modern and engaging subject
matter to keep kids engaged as they build new skills.
20 Tutorials: Kids will learn basic drawing techniques from
drawing shapes to shading and more!
Step-by-Step Instructions: Each tutorial provides 3 to 4
sample projects with illustrated examples for guidance.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 28CM / 150 PGS.
JUNE 2019

KIDS

/ 81

Mindfulness for Kids

30 Fun Activities to Stay Calm, Happy & In Control
CARO L E P. RO M A N & J. RO BIN A LBERTSO N -WREN



Mindfulness for Kids helps you learn how to use mindfulness
everywhere you go, for everything you do, with exercises for:

Mindfulness activities at home that teach you how to handle

yourself in tough situations like when you’re mad you have to do
chores or when you feel ashamed for losing important stuff like
your phone.
Mindfulness activities at school that show you what you can
do if you feel nervous or scared with bullies and when feel or
overwhelmed with homework.
Mindfulness activities with friends that help you deal with
the not-so-nice feeling of being left out or dealing with a sore loser.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $13.99 / 23 X 19CM / 78 PGS
NOVEMBER 2018

KIDS

/ 82

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Outdoor Toddler Activity Book

100+ Fun Early Learning Activities for Outdoor Play
K R IS SY B O N N IN G- G O ULD



Spring or winter, rain or shine—the Outdoor Toddler Activity
Book provides simple-to-setup activities designed to make
the most of being outdoors no matter what the season or weather.

Tons of Ways to Play: From “Make it Messy!” to “Embrace

Nature,” discover 5 categories of outdoor fun featuring more
than 100 educational activities.
Every Season, Any Weather: Keep going year-round with
activities designed for more than just sunny spring days.
A
 Guide to Toddler Development: An overview of
developmental milestones helps you determine your toddler’s
level of readiness for each activity.
Watch Your Little One Learn: Know what your toddler is
getting out of each activity thanks to handy skill-building icons.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $13.99 / 24 X 19CM / 150 PGS.
APRIL 2019

KIDS

/ 83

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Phonics Activity Book

Fun Games and Activities to Teach Your Child to Read
L AU R IN B R AIN AR D, M.ED.



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Reading is fun—learning to read should be too. The Phonics
Activity Book features more than 100 fun and educational
exercises designed to help kids master phonics. Pre-written
scripts make it simple for parents to get kids started. Individual
lessons build on each other—making it easier to introduce move
complicated concepts.

100+ Phonics Activities: Make learning phonics enjoyable for
kids with coloring, mazes, puzzles, and more.
Scripts to Help Parents Teach: Short scripts make it easy for
parents to introduce and understand lessons.
The ABC’s and Beyond: Use phonics to teach children
individual letters, vowel sounds, letter combinations, and more.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 22 X 28CM / 92 PGS.
JUNE 2019

KIDS

/ 84

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Rainy Day Toddler Activity Book

100+ Fun Early Learning Activities for Inside Play
K R IS SY B O N N IN G- G O ULD



No sun doesn’t mean no fun. The Rainy Day Toddler Activity
Book will help you keep your toddler engaged and out of
trouble when outdoor play isn’t an option. Filled with fun and
educational activities that won’t leave a mess, this book will make
you and your toddler happy to stay inside.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Tons of Ways to Play: From “Get Your Wiggles Out” to

“Crafty Creations,” discover 5 categories of indoor play with over
100 exciting and educational activities.
Guide to Toddler Development: An overview of
developmental milestones helps you determine your toddler’s
level of readiness for each activity.
Watch Your Little One Learn: Know what your toddler is
getting out of each activity thanks to handy skill-building icons.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
MAY 2019

KIDS

/ 85

Secrets of Slime Recipe Book

30 Projects for Stretchable, Squishy, Sensory Fun
JAC K IE HO U STO N



Oozy, gooey, squishy, and FUN-it’s no mystery that making
slime is cool. But how do you get super-duper stretchy slime?
What do you need to add for jewel-toned slime? And will it ever come
out of your mom’s hair? Secrets of Slime Recipe Book allows kids to
discover these secrets and more with fool-proof DIY recipes.

Slime for Everyone: Keep kids engaged with recipes that range
in difficulty for first timers and bona fide slime scientists alike.
Uncover Secrets: Learn how to make picture-perfect slime
every time with troubleshooting guides and recipes for success.
30 Borax-Free Recipes: Start experimenting with recipes like
Glitter-Bomb Slime or whip up yummy Gummy Bear Slime that
you can actually taste.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 19 X 23CM / 125 PGS.
MARCH 2019

KIDS

/ 86

Social Skills Activities for Kids

50 Fun Exercises for Making Friends, Talking
and Listening, and Understanding Social Rules
N ATAS HA DAN IE LS, LCSW



Just like learning multiplication tables, social skills don’t
come naturally—every child has to learn them. Luckily,
Social Skills Activities for Kids makes mastering social skills super
fun with 50 awesome activities.

Make a Good Impression: Kids learn how to handle everyday

social situations like communicating with peers and adults, using
and interpreting body language, reading social cues, and more.
50 Interactive Activities: Games, fill-in-the-blank exercises,
and reflective entries keep kids learning and engaged.
Real Scenarios: Includes up-to-date topics like bullying and
using social media.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 19 X 23CM / 150 PGS.
MARCH 2019

KIDS

/ 87

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Super-Fun Print Handwriting
Workbook for Kids

Laugh, Learn, and Practice Print with Jokes and Riddles
C RYSTAL R ADK E



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Perfect handwriting just got fun! The Super-Fun Print
Handwriting Workbook for Kids offers kids in grades K to
2 awesome exercises to hone their handwriting skills. Packed with
jokes, riddles, and illustrations, this workbook makes practicing
handwriting entertaining.

Handwriting Lessons: Each lesson and accompanying

practice pages progress from single-letter copying (with guides
to letter formation) to full sentences.
Jests and Jokes: Every page is fun-filled with a punch-line to
keep kids engaged and practicing.
Colorful Layout: Illustrations and fun designs throughout
make this workbook approachable and kid-friendly.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 20 X 25CM / 80 PGS.
JUNE 2019

KIDS

/ 88

Toddler Discipline for Every Age
and Every Stage

Effective Strategies to Tame Tantrums,
Overcome Challenges and Help Your Child Grow
AU B R E Y HARG IS , M.ED.



Toddler Discipline for Every Age and Stage delivers essential
toddler discipline tools for dealing with day-to-day
difficulties, and supporting your toddler as they learn the important
lessons that will set them up for success.

An overview of your child’s development at each stage—

including physical, cognitive, and social-emotional—and how
this affects their behavior.
Age-appropriate discipline strategies for managing common
behavioral issues and nurturing your child’s healthy growth.
Helpful sidebars and tips for navigating tricky situations,
guidance on how best to communicate with your child, and
advice from parents who’ve been there.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 20 X 13CM / 152 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

KIDS

/ 89

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Ultimate Travel Journal for Kids
Awesome Activities, Games, and Prompts
for Your Next Adventure
RO B TAY LO R



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Put an end to “Are we there yet?” The Ultimate Travel
Journal for Kids is stuffed full of fun travel games and
activities for kids ages 6 to 10. From word searches to bingo to fillin-the-blanks, your kids will discover that the journey can be just as
much fun as the destination.

Endless Adventures: Keep the entertainment going trip after trip
thanks to four unique parts—each meant for a different vacation.
One Journal, Tons of Fun: Stop boredom before it starts with
dozens of on- and off-the-page activities designed to keep your
kids engaged with what’s going on.
Land and Sky: It doesn’t matter whether you’re driving across
your state or flying to another country—this journal is meant for
trips of all kinds.

TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 21CM / 125 PGS.
MAY 2019

KIDS

/ 90

DOCUMENT
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

TEENS

Consent: The New Rules of Sex Education
Every Teen’s Guide to Healthy Sexual Relationships
J E N N IF E R L AN G , MD



Consent: The New Rules of Sex Education is an inclusive,
candid, modern guide to sex education focusing on the
crucial role of consent. Written for teens, this book takes a practical
approach to discussing sex, dating, and relationships while
recognizing all sexual identities and orientations.

Straightforward and Informative: Get the facts on what sex

is, how it feels, what it means for your life and how to stay safe.
Relationships and Dating: Explore the nature of relationships,
as well healthy ways to handle common challenges—including
rejection and break-ups.
A complete guide to consent: Understand what consent really
means, who can give it, and the language surrounding it.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 20 X 13CM / 132 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

TEENS

/ 92

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Feeling Better: CBT Workbook for Teens

Essential Skills and Activities to Help You Manage Moods,
Boost Self-Esteem, and Conquer Anxiety
R AC HE L HU T T, PHD



Bad thoughts and feelings can weigh you down. If you could
shake them off, who would you be and what would you do?
Be a better friend? Lead your sports team to victory? Get better
grades? With Feeling Better: CBT Workbook for Teens, you’ll learn
real strategies for living the life you want using Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (CBT).

Real Challenges: Give teens tools to confront a variety of

issues including depression, self-worth, peer relations, anxiety
and more.
Exercises to Take Action: Encourages real progress and
reflection on the path to feeling better.
New Research: Offers the latest strategies from Acceptance
and Commitment Therapy (ACT) and mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 20 X 25CM / 150 PGS.
MARCH 2019

TEENS

/ 93

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Teen Anxiety Workbook

Tools to Help You Find Peace from Worry, Panic,
Fear, and Phobias
TABATHA C HAN SA RD, PHD



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Anxiety happens, coping can be learned. The Teen Anxiety
Workbook arms teenagers with the latest effective tools to
tackle triggers in their day-to-day lives. Using activities based on
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), teens learn how to manage
anxiety at school, home, and with their peers.

Proven Psychology: Using the latest methods like CBT,

exposure therapy, and mindfulness, teens will learn effective
methods to treat anxiety.
Action-Oriented Exercises: Teens will find relief from
anxiety through targeted, hands-on activities, questionnaires,
and checklists.
Real Scenarios: Targeting triggering situations like social
media pressures, social comparison, and more, this book
addresses the challenges teens face today.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 20 X 25CM / 200 PGS.
JULY 2019

TEENS

/ 94

DOCUMENT
MIND, BODY & SPIRIT
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Beginner’s Guide to Lucid Dreaming
Create Your Dream World With Proven
and Powerful Techniques
K R ISTE N L AMARCA , P HD



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Wake up to lucid dreaming. The Beginner’s Guide to Lucid
Dreaming is the complete guidebook to conscious dreams.
From learning to recognize that you’re dreaming, to using dreams as
tools for personal growth, this book takes you on a transformative
journey that will change the way you think about sleep and
wakefulness.

The Modern Guide to Lucid Dreaming: Direct,

straightforward, and science-backed advice makes lucid
dreaming simple and easy for everyone.
A Journey of Self-Discovery: Discover the ways that lucid
dreams can help you resolve inner conflicts, develop as a person,
and more.
The Philosophy of Dreams: Go beyond just the scientific and
explore ideas of perception, reality, death, transcendence, and
the self.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
AUGUST 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 96

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The Door to Witchcraft

A New Witch’s Guide to History, Traditions,
and Modern-Day Spells
TO N YA B ROWN



Witches are made—not born. The Door to Witchcraft teaches
new witches everything they need to know about the history
and practice of ritual magic. From harnessing your personal power
and intuition to manifesting desires with timeless spells, this book
guides you every step of the way to bring superstition into fruition.

Witchcraft Through the Ages: Learn the history of the craft

and the evolution of the practice up to the present day.
Tap Into Your Powers: Decide what kind of witch you want to
be and start practicing fundamental techniques for traditions,
rituals, and ceremonies.
Casting Spells: Manifest your intentions with spells for love,
health, career, friends and family, spiritual work, and protection.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 14 X 22CM / 200 PGS.
APRIL 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 97

Everyday Crystal Rituals

Healing Practices for Love, Wealth, Career and Home
N AHA AR MÁ DY



Manifest desires with crystal healing prescriptions for your
home, career, and relationship from Everyday Crystal Rituals.
Crystal rituals channel inner desires to create outward change. In
this book, you’ll learn practical applications to crystal healing and
manifest the life you want to lead at home, work, and in love.

Crystal healing 101 that explains how to call on crystal energy

and manifest powerful intentions with purpose.
60 rituals for focused healing of real obstacles around love and
relationships, career, wealth, and home life.
100 crystal profiles of the most common crystals with practical
information on how to use them to achieve your life goals.

TRADE PAPERBACK / $22.99 / 21 X 15CM / 258 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 98

The Herbal Medicine Cookbook
Everyday Recipes to Boost Your Health
S U SAN HE S S



The Herbal Medicine Cookbook is the definitive kitchen
reference to transform everyday meals into natural remedies.
This book infuses everyday cooking with the healing power of
everyday herbs to nourish your body with healthy, homemade meals.

Medicinal cooking 101 that covers diverse tastes, dosages, and
what you’ll need to start cooking.
75 recipes for breakfast, soups and salads, main dishes, snacks
and sides, condiments, beverages, and sweet treats.
30+ herb profiles for quick reference on taste, herbal
complements, preparation, and healing properties.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 214 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 99

The Healing Power of Herbs
Medicinal Herbs for Common Ailments
TIN A SAMS



The Healing Power of Herbs will help you confidently grow,
prepare, and use herbs to treat and nurture yourself and
your family.

Profiles of 30 essential herbs that include both commonly and
lesser known uses, along with tips for successfully growing and
harvesting them.
Guidance
for selecting the right herbs based on your exact

needs and the therapeutic properties of each plant.
A variety of preparation methods that feature recipes for
making everything from virus-fighting elixirs, to sore muscle
rubs, to tasty treats that kids will love!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 24 X 19CM / 244 PGS.
JANUARY 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 100

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Meditation for Deep Relaxation
60 Meditative Practices to Reduce Stress,
Cultivate Calm, and Improve Sleep
ADAM O’ N E IL L



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Meditation for Deep Relaxation is the definitive reference
for learning meditation techniques specifically targeted
to relaxation. With an action-oriented approach, this book makes
meditation practices practical with real techniques to reduce stress,
improve sleep, and improve your overall health and well-being.

Action-Oriented: Put theory into practice immediately with

these results-driven strategies for meditation.
60 Meditations: Learn how meditation can lead to relaxation,
stress reduction, and better sleep.
All Skill Levels: Meditations escalate by time (5, 10, 15,
20 mins) to accommodate different needs and skill levels.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 14 X 22CM / 200 PGS.
MAY 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 101

The Mindful Eating Workbook

Simple Mindfulness Practices to Nurture a Healthy
Relationship with Food
V IN C C I TS U I, R D



Establish a practice of mindful eating with actionable
strategies and exercises from The Mindful Eating Workbook.
Eating mindlessly is easy—eating mindfully takes practice. The
Mindful Eating Workbook offers actionable, mindfulness-based
strategies and exercises to adopt a mindful eating practice and
nurture a healthy relationship with food.

Mindful eating 101 that explains the lifelong benefits of eating

mindfully, and outlines the philosophy in practice.
Real strategies to practice mindfulness cooking, eating, and
use it to recognize your body’s signals.
Reflective exercises that include assessments, journal entries,
and observation logs to keep track of your journey and progress.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 24 X 19CM / 152 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 102

The Minimalist Way

Minimalism Strategies to Declutter Your Life
and Make Room for Joy
E R ICA L AY N E



Minimalism is more than a clean space—it’s mental clarity
that you can apply in every sphere of your life. From
clearing your schedule to opening up spaces and taking inventory
of your relationships, The Minimalist Way arms you with practical
strategies to live minimalist every minute of every day.

Minimalist philosophy outlines the principles of minimalism

and shows you how to define the practice to fit your life.
The minimalist lifestyle takes a holistic approach with
minimalist practices for budget/savings, shopping for food,
clothing, family, vacation/leisure time, work and efficiency, etc.
Real solutions that help you spend time and energy wisely, with
checklists, activities, and troubleshooting tips throughout.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 13 X 20CM / 200 PGS.
MARCH 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 103

Modern Astrology

Harness the Stars to Discover Your Soul’s True Purpose
LO U IS E E DIN GTON



Modern Astrology will guide you in learning how to interpret
the planets, signs, houses, aspects, and transits in your natal
chart as your keys to purpose. Armed with this self-awareness,
Modern Astrology offers guided exercises to help you navigate trials,
obstacles, and successes in alignment with your sign.

Astrology and Psychology: Get a basic understanding

of astrology and its evolution into the fields of self-help and
psychology.
Zodiac Readings: Receive in-depth explanations of the
personality traits associated with every sign.
Developmental Exercises: Engage in soul-searching shamanic
meditations, exercises to address obstacles associated with each
sign, journaling prompts, and more!

TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 23 X 15CM / 232 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 104

The Secret Joy of Hygge

A Practical Guide to Cultivating Happiness in the Everyday
AL E X AN DR A AM A ROT ICO



The Secret Joy of Hygge (HOO-gah) shows you how to
make small changes to bring more warmth and joy to
your everyday life. Sipping a cozy cup of tea. Nesting at your desk
surrounded by your favorite plants and pictures. Gathering loved
ones around your table. All are the hygge way.

Hygge 101 defines hygge, explains the history behind the

concept and describes its role in creating happiness.
Hygge for all shows you how to apply this Danish idea to your
life no matter where in the world you live.
Beyond hygge explores related topics like meditation, feng shui
and minimalism.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $15.99 / 18 X 13CM / 164 PGS.
FEBRUARY 2019

MIND, B ODY & SPIRIT

/ 105

DOCUMENT
PSYCHOLOGY & SELF-HELP
TITLE
D OCUMENT SU B T IT LE

COMING SOON IN

20 19

The 4-Week Insomnia Workbook

A Practical Guide to Building Sleep-Inducing Habits
and Achieving Restful Sleep
SAR A DIT TO E BA RRET T, PH.D.



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

It’s time to get some sleep. The 4-Week Insomnia Workbook
is the definitive guide to building habits for healthy sleep
and overcoming insomnia. Using the latest Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (CBT) strategies, this workbook provides an actionoriented approach to waking up well-rested.

A 4-Week Program: Learn and progressively develop healthy

sleeping habits week after week to overcome insomnia.
New Research: The latest, extremely effective CBT strategies
are considered the first line of treatment for insomnia.
Inclusive Treatment: This helps people who have insomnia
as a result of mood disorders, as well as those who struggle with
pain and physical issues.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JUNE 2019

PSYCHOLOGY & SELF-HELP

/ 107

The Addiction Recovery Workbook
Powerful Skills for Preventing Relapse Every Day
PAU L A A. F R E E DM A N, PSYD



Preventing relapse in daily life is where the work of
a successful recovery starts. The Addiction Recovery
Workbook equips you with actionable strategies and coping skills
to prevent relapse and succeed in recovery when faced with dayto-day challenges, stressors, and triggers.

Addiction 101 that helps you understand the root causes of

addiction and helps map out a plan for your unique path to
recovery.
Coping skills to handle thoughts, emotions, relationships, and
high-risk situations and environments.
Prevention tactics that help you succeed in lifelong recovery
by setting new, and supportive lifestyle habits and routines.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $22.99 / 25 X 20CM / 188 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018

PSYCHOLOGY & SELF-HELP

/ 108

COMING SOON IN

20 19

Alzheimer’s Through the Stages
A Caregiver’s Guide

MARY M O L L E R , MSW, CAS



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Learn how to care for your loved one and yourself.
Alzheimer’s Through the Stages is the complete caregiver’s
guide to dealing with Alzheimer’s disease. Offering a detailed look
at all 7 stages of the disease, this book teaches caregivers what to
expect, what to say, and what they can do for their loved one—
as well as themselves—every step of the way.

A Complete Guide to All 7 Stages: Learn to recognize and

understand what is happening at each stage of Alzheimer’s.
Easy-to-Use Advice: Stay focused on your loved one thanks to
detailed guides and sample dialogues for handling everything
from doctor visits to mood changes.
Caregiving Starts with Self-Care: Learn to recognize the
importance of your own needs and how self-care is critical for
successful caregivers.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 225 PGS.
MAY 2019
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The Attachment Theory Workbook

Powerful Tools to Promote Understanding, Increase Stability,
and Build Lasting Relationships
AN N IE C HE N, L M FT



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Understand, explore, and improve your relationships. The
Attachment Theory Workbook uses principles of attachment
theory and helps you identify the nature of attachment within your
relationships. Discover new tools to keep conflicts from escalating,
feel more secure, and build lasting bonds.

Attachment Theory Explained: Learn what the three

attachment styles are, how they affect your relationships, and
how they can change based on circumstances.
Beyond Couples: Get advice geared towards relationships with
family, friends, colleagues, and intimate partners alike.
A Path to Security: Exercises help you understand the nature
of your relationships and find ways to feel more comfortable and
secure in those relationships.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 19 X 25CM / 200 PGS.
MAY 2019
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A Year of Positive Thinking

Daily Inspiration, Wisdom and Courage
CY N DIE S P IEG E L



Transform your life with daily inspiration, affirmations, and
meditations from A Year of Positive Thinking. Yes, you can
change your life by changing your thoughts. In A Year of Positive
Thinking, you’ll transform your mindset and motivate positive life
changes one thought, one day, and one year at a time.

365 days of positive thinking with exercises, mantras, and

reflections for facing everyday challenges with a growth mindset,
kindness, and love.
A flexible structure around the calendar year (January
through December) that can be started any time, any day, and any
moment that you’re ready.
Inspiring truths that draw on positive psychology,
neuroscience, and other secular schools of thought for
motivating positive thinking and positive change.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 16 X 16CM / 266 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018
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Be Calm

Proven Techniques to Stop Anxiety Now
J IL L P. WE B E R , PHD



If you suffer from anxiety you’re not alone—like 40 million
Americans, you know symptoms can strike anytime,
anywhere. Relief is here. Be Calm targets symptoms wherever they
strike with cutting-edge techniques that help you reduce anxiety
on the spot.

Unique Proven-Effective Approach: Be Calm offers proven

strategies to help manage symptoms on the spot, in a wide range
of situations.
The Best Science: Advanced techniques reflect the latest
psychology research.
Reader-Friendly: Easy-to-navigate, so you can find what’s
most important to you right away.
Strategies and Activities: You’ll discover anxiety-reducing
techniques plus “Go Deeper” interactive activities to take you to
the next level.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 13 X 20CM / 250 PGS.
MARCH 2019
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Brain Hacks: Life-Changing Strategies
to Improve Executive Functioning
Work Smarter, Stay Focused, and Achieve Your Goals
L AR A HO N O S-WEBB, P HD



Brain Hacks offers a powerful toolbox of strategies—or
“brain hacks”—to improve your executive functioning and
tap into the crucial mental skills that will help you work smarter,
feel better, and achieve more of your goals.

An overview of executive functioning and self-assessments

to identify which areas pose your greatest challenges.
Chapter-by-chapter explorations of the 5 core skills of
executive functioning, including a summary of the skills and
effective techniques, tips, and brain hacks to make them stronger.
Actionable strategies and exercises to strengthen your
executive functioning skills and apply them to everyday challenges.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 23 X 15CM / 152 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018
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The Codependency Recovery Plan
A 5-Step Guide to Understand, Accept,
and Break Free from the Codependent Cycle
K RYSTAL MAZZO L A , M.ED, LMFT



The Codependency Recovery Plan empowers you to
have healthy, happy interdependent relationships. This
actionable 5-step program is designed to help you get in touch with
your true self, establish and assert boundaries, and communicate
with confidence.

Step 1—Get in Touch with Your “Self”: Learn how to stand on

your own two feet.
Step 2—Prioritize Self-Care: Show yourself respect by caring for
your mind and body.
Step 3—Build Boundaries: Take a stand for what feels good to
you in life and love.
Step 4—Communicate Confidently: Open up about what you
think, feel, and need to share with others.
Step 5—Get Intimate: Experience healthy and joyful
connections.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $16.99 / 14 X 22CM / 200 PGS.
MARCH 2019
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The Complete OCD Workbook

A Step-by-Step Guide to Free Yourself from Intrusive
Thoughts and Compulsive Behaviors
S C OT T G R AN E T, LCSW



Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) can manifest itself in
many forms but, across the board, the best defense against
OCD is action. Applying proven therapeutic strategies to actionable
exercises, The Complete OCD Workbook gives you the necessary
tools to contend with obsessive thoughts and compulsions, and
reclaim your life from OCD.

An essential introduction that provides an overview of the

primary treatment methods such as CBT, ERP, and mindfulness.
Exercises, questionnaires, checklists, and reflective
prompts provide a hands-on and personalized approach to
treating OCD.
Real stories that offer support throughout your journey to
healing, from patients who understand and have overcome
struggles associated with OCD.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $20.99 / 24 X 19CM / 156 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018
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Healthy Eating for Life Workbook

Intuitive Eating Strategies to Stop Dieting Forever
CAR A HAR B STR EET, MS, RD, LD



Change how you eat rather than what you eat. The Healthy
Eating for Life Workbook teaches you to forget about fad
diets and start eating intuitively. Learn to let yourself enjoy food
again using exercises that teach you to follow your body’s needs and
help change the way you look at your relationship with food.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Eat Intuitively: Escape the self-destructive try/fail cycles of

restrictive diets by taking a new, holistic approach to eating.
Learn Not to Worry: Simple, repeatable exercises train healthy
habits focused on eating when hungry, recognizing fullness, not
using food as a coping mechanism, and more.
Approach Healthy Food in a Healthy Way: Complete your
intuitive eating journey by finding ways to reintroduce mindful
eating without falling into old traps and habits.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 20 X 25CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019
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How to Be Nice to Yourself

The Practical Guide to Self-Compassion
L AU R A S IL B E RST EIN -T IRCH, P SY.D.



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

It’s time to get real about self-love. How to Be Nice to
Yourself offers practical, proven-effective strategies to
start practicing self-compassion in your day-to-day life. With
a customizable program that targets strategies to address your
mood—whether you’re feeling self-critical, overwhelmed, or just
downright down—this book is your action plan to feeling good.

Proven Strategies: Start practicing self-compassion with

mindfulness, meditation techniques and Acceptance and
Commitment therapy.
Real Scenarios: Apply key strategies to everyday events in your
home, work, and social life.
Customizable Program: Choose your strategy based on your
mood with a flow chart to help guide you.

TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019
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Memory Hacks

75 Proven Techniques for Success in School, Work, and
B R AD ZU P P



What if your super power was unlimited memory? Memory
Hacks offers 75 effective techniques to cultivate a powerful
memory. Providing targeted efficiency hacks for school, work, and
home, this book is a handy how-to that you’ll never forget to use.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

75 Techniques: Put your memory to the test with easy-to-

follow and effective strategies.
Real Scenarios: Apply memory hacks to the areas of your
life where they make the most impact (school, work, or just
everyday life).
Handy Reference: Learn the benefit of each technique with
clearly marked labels.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 175 PGS.
JUNE 2019
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Overcoming Oppositional Defiant Disorder
A Two-Part Treatment Plan to Help Parents
and Kids Work Together
G IN A ATE N C IO - M ACLEA N, PSYD



Parenting a child with Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD)
is difficult, stressful, and often overwhelming. Overcoming
Oppositional Defiant Disorder sets you up for success by recognizing
that taking care of your child starts with taking care of yourself.

A Two-Part Treatment: Understand how to recognize and

manage your own heightened emotions while teaching your
child how to do the same.
Practical, Proven Methods: Learn to identify the root causes
of your child’s outbursts, introduce alternative behaviors, set
appropriate boundaries, and use positive reinforcement.
Step-by-Step Approach: Discover how to take the guesswork out
of treatment with detailed instructions—complete with sample
dialogues and helpful hints—that provide clear paths and goals.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $12.99 / 15 X 21CM / 150 PGS.
MARCH 2019
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Positive Parenting for Autism

Powerful Strategies to Help Your Child Overcome
Challenges and Thrive
V ICTO R IA B O O N E, MA , BCBA



Positive Parenting for Autism delivers practical guidance
that will empower parents to implement the techniques
used by professionals to help their child with autism build essential
social and life skills in an encouraging, affirming way.

Clear, easy-to-understand explorations of core ABA

strategies such as using positive vs. negative reinforcement,
teaching complex behaviors, practicing social skills,
coordinating with educators, and more.
Real-life examples of these techniques in action to help
you understand how these new skills and strategies relate to the
everyday situations you and your family face.
Guidance for creating a behavior change plan for your
child based on the ABA’s proven techniques that are tailored to
the unique needs of your child.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 23 X 15CM / 144 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018
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The Self Care Prescription

Effective Wellness Strategies to Manage Stress,
Reduce Anxiety & Increase Well-Being
RO BY N G O B IN, PHD



FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Discover the secrets to feeling better about yourself with The
Self Care Prescription. Using methods derived from evidencebased psychotherapies, this book teaches you everything you need to
fight back against negative feelings and start fulfilling your physical,
intellectual, and emotional needs.

Put Yourself First: Discover the importance of prioritizing

your own emotional and psychological well-being.
Don’t Let Life Get You Down: Learn proven strategies for
overcoming common problems—including stress, anxiety, and
depression.
Master Simple Self-Care Solutions: Actionable advice and
straightforward exercises give you the tools you need to take
control of your life.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JULY 2019
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The Social Anxiety Workbook
for Work, Public & Social Life
Strategies to Decrease Shyness and
Increase Confidence in Any Situation
DAV ID S HAN L E Y, P SYD



The Social Anxiety Workbook is a practical guide for building
the skills that will make it easier to manage the common
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors associated with social anxiety, as
well as powerful strategies to decrease social anxiety and increase
your confidence.

Strategies to manage social anxiety in three major life

areas—social life, at work, and out in public situations.
Powerful, proven-effective techniques for managing
social anxiety from Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT).
Exercises, worksheets, and real-world examples that will
help you progress and build confidence as you continue to work
through your social anxiety.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $19.99 / 25 X 20CM / 134 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018
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Stop Bingeing, Start Living

Proven Therapeutic Strategies for Breaking
the Binge Eating Cycle
S HR E IN H. BAHR A MI



Working to heal both mind and body, Stop Bingeing, Start
Living offers proven therapeutic and wellness strategies to
free yourself from self-judgment and finally put an end to binge eating.

Mindful eating basics that help you better understand your

relationship to food, complete with the latest research.
A holistic plan that uses CBT and ACT-based strategies, as well as
mindfulness practices to help you eat mindfully and intuitively.
A recovery toolbox that includes self-assessments, reflective
prompts, and goal setting exercises to guide you through your
journey.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $17.99 / 24 X 15CM / 166 PGS.
NOVEMBER 2018
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Stop Wasting Time

End Procrastination in 5 Weeks with
Proven Productivity Techniques
G AR L AN D C O U LSO N



It’s hard to break the procrastination cycle—unless you
know why you do it and what steps you need to take to
solve the problem. Stop Wasting Time shows you the way. It’s your
complete, action-focused, procrastination-ending guide.

5-Week Program: You take the time necessary to tap into your
motivations, meet ambition goals and learn productive habits.
Action-Focused: Hands-on activities and proven techniques
get you real results.
Instructive and Supportive: The wealth of activities and
exercises are accompanied by a healthy dose of cheerleading.
You can do this!
TRADE PAPERBACK / $14.99 / 13 X 18CM / 200 PGS.
FEBRUARY 2019
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Thriving with Adult ADHD

Skills to Strengthen Executive Functioning
P HIL B O IS S IE R E , MFT



Strengthen executive functioning skills to overcome ADHD
symptoms with proven strategies from Thriving with Adult
ADHD. Focus, organization, stress management, and more—these
qualities are gained and improved by strengthening executive
functioning and core skills. Thriving with Adult ADHD offers a
toolbox of practical, evidence-based exercises to build this mental
skill set and take control of ADHD.

An overview explains what executive functioning is, and how it
impacts your life with ADHD.
Actionable strategies are designed to strengthen executive
functioning skills and improve memory, organization,
productivity, stress management, and follow-through.
Self-assesments help you identify your personal strengths and
challenges.
TRADE PAPERBACK / $18.99 / 23 X 15CM / 162 PGS.
DECEMBER 2018
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Time Management in 20 Minutes a Day
Simple Strategies to Increase Productivity,
Enhance Creativity, and Make Your Time Your Own
HO L LY R E IS E M HA N N A



Learning to make time doesn’t have to take time. Time
Management in 20 Minutes a Day is your fast and simple guide
to getting the most out of every day. Quit multitasking, stop checking
your email, and start focusing on the things that really matter.

FINAL COVER
COMING SOON

Time Management for Busy People: No-frills advice focuses
on simple, impactful changes that make learning superior time
management fast and easy.
Modern Technique for Modern Readers: Learn to take
advantage of—and avoid being dragged down by—smartphones,
email, and social media.
No Time Wasted: Practical worksheets and exercises help you
make real changes while you’re learning.
TRADE PAPERBACK / 15 X 23CM / 200 PGS.
JULY 2019
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